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Center for the Ethics of Indigenous Genomic Research 
(CEIGR)

● a consortium of tribal partners, 
university researchers and 
community-based institutions focused 
on systematic inquiry into tribal 
concerns about genomic research

● research that is partner-centered, 
emphasizing equity and community 
control by distributing power and 
decision-making across all partner 
sites



Deliberations in Three Tribal Communities
● What is public deliberation?

○ A form of engagement that brings diverse citizens together for in-depth 
discussion of public policy challenges and value-laden issues. 

○ Deliberations include structured discussion to enable reflection, 
reasoned exchange, and careful weighing of issues. 

○ Deliberative forums designed exclusively for and with AI/AN 
populations are rare; some have included Indigenous people, but few 
have been designed exclusively for and with Indigenous peoples. 

● Site-specific Deliberations: Consistent but culturally and locally 
appropriate  
○ Each site chose a different topic, which reflected the site’s varied 

relationships to genomic research and specific concerns
○ Consistent features across sites



Chickasaw Nation- Ada, OK

● Topic: Perceptions of Genetic Research & Biobanking
● The topic of genetics and the research process were both new to our community, so 

deliberation provided a way to engage the community with broad questions about 
genetics research. 

● Community members expressed feeling relieved, honored and heard to be included in 
the research process. 

● Deliberants expressed concerned about genetic research and sample storage, but also 
expressed strong feelings of confidence and trust in the Tribe to oversee and govern 
future genomic research. 



Southcentral Foundation– Anchorage, AK
● Topic: Genetic Research, Testing, and Return of Results
● The intention of our data collection effort was to further inform the ANAI community 

and ANAI leadership for future healthcare planning.

○ (1) test public deliberation among ANAI community members,

○ (2) engage in meaningful discussion on the complex topic of genetic research, 
testing, and return of results with ANAI community members, and 

○ (3) to elicit ANAI community member perspectives on genetic research, testing, 
and return of results in their community.

● There were clear expressions of interest in the potential for genetic testing and return of 
results to empower individuals in making their own health care decisions, with a 
reoccurring reminder that such decisions should be made against the backdrop of a 
long history of collective harms and injustices.



Missouri Breaks Industries Research, Inc.- Eagle Butte, SD 

● Topic: Data Governance: Issues & Questions
● Background: The Common Rule, intended to guide research protections for studies with 

human subjects, 1.) does not preempt tribal sovereignty and 2.) will uphold local & Tribal 
law or ordinances. There are 570+ Federally-recognized tribes and very few of these 
have their own IRBs. If a Tribe does not have a regulatory research process of their own 
in place, then tribes are subject to regulation by non-tribal means.

● Community-informed model of data governance: 

○ What types of data should be protected?

○ What form of data governance do we trust?

○ What does good tribal data governance look like to us?



Deliberative Engagement: Reflections and Considerations

“I think just learning a lot of different perspectives is what I’ve taken away. Cause there are 
things that [man’s name] has shared from the multiple groups that I never would have thought 

about in a million years….and I also have an appreciation for the process of how you guys 
gathered information cause this is not easy to kind of keep honing us back in when we’re all off 

on tangents out on right field. Just an appreciation for all of you as well.” (SCF deliberant)

“I couldn't quit thinking. Couldn't go to sleep and then got up at 3:00 thinking…” (CN deliberant)

"I've facilitated a lot of different things…this doesn't feel a lot different than a lot of the other 
things I've facilitated, but throughout the day, it's kind of proven to me that it is quite a bit 

different. Everybody had some meaningful input and we've got proof of that all over the walls, all 
over the notes, and all over those recordings” (MBIRI Co-Facilitator)
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